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ABSTRACT
This study explores the inaccuracies associated with using the current industry
standard of density and the Murray-Davies formula to determine the tonal value of
printed spot color halftones; and, the validity of the alternative Colorimetric Tone Value
method to measure the tonal value of spot color halftones as proposed by the IDEAlliance
Spot Color Halftone Metric Optimization (SCHMO) Working Group.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The fundamental goal of those working within the printing industries is to
produce a product that functionally and visually meets customer expectations within a
range of expected color. Unfortunately, the simple act of printing affects a change on the
color and visual appearance due to the mechanical nature of the process. The act of
applying a substance to a substrate creates inconsistencies. In some printing processes
fluid ink is pressed into an absorbent substrate, acting much like a paper towel absorbing
spilled water. In other cases a powder toner is applied to a substrate using a system of
static electricity, causing colorant particles to stray like hairs on a static ridden head. In
all cases the image that is prepared and viewed on a computer monitor will change to an
extent when printed on a substrate. Print providers must manage this system to control
the print outcome and match the customer’s expectations.
In the flexographic printing process, the printer is unable to vary the ink film
thickness that is applied to the substrate as in other printing processes. This means that a
flexographically printed solid graphic that spans across the width of the substrate should
have the same color and intensity since all areas of the page have the same quantity of
pigments. Continuous tone images, such as black and white photographs, consist of
smooth varying shades of gray that reflect and absorb light in varying amounts. The
viewer sees these differences in tone– again an unachievable outcome in flexographic
printing. (Figure 1.1)
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Figure 1.1. Continuous tone image. This figure illustrates a continuous tone image where
tones gradually and smoothly transition from tone to tone.
Printers try to mimic the look of a continuous tone image by creating the illusion
of tones by changing the proportion of ink that covers an area of substrate to the amount
of blank substrate. The higher the ratio of ink coverage to paper, the darker the color
appears. The lower the ratio of ink coverage to blank paper, the lighter the color appears;
but the thickness of the layer of ink in all places is the same and therefore the same color.
To hide this illusion from the viewer, printers have traditionally used a pattern of evenly
spaced dots that vary in diameter to change the ink coverage. (Figure 1.2)

Figure 1.2. Halftone image. This figure illustrates a conventionally screened halftone
reproduction of a continuous tone image where tonality is created by the varying contrast
of dots of ink and blank substrate.
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The system of varying ink coverage, known as halftone dots, to create the illusion of
tones is an established method of reproducing continuous tone originals, but as stated
earlier, the simple act of printing causes these dots to grow in size. As the dot diameter
spreads out and increases in diameter, the percentage of blank paper decreases and the
color appears to get darker than intended. The task of the printer is to manage these
changes by measuring, predicting and compensating for halftone dot growth. (Figure 1.3)

Figure 1.3. Enlargement of halftone dots. This figure illustrates how halftone dots vary in
diameter to create tonality, changing the percentage of ink to substrate to create the
illusion of transitioning tones.
The need for accurate quantification of the size of halftone dots is the crux of this
paper. Currently, industry measurement procedures and standards do not accurately
quantify all colors at a dot size level. This is a concern since a large portion of many
printers’ workloads consist of unique colors, so much so that organizations like Pantone
LLC’s Pantone Matching System exists to organize and quantify color in a system that
communicates unique colors to all those involved in the creative and manufacturing
processes.
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Printers of spot color work are at a distinct disadvantage in managing and
controlling the print process because of the inconsistent valuation of dot size. This flaw in
measurement of colors other than C, M, or Y hinders printers from accurately measuring
a significant portion of their work orders, and therefore, makes it difficult to quantify and
control the manufacturing process.
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CHAPTER TWO
COLOR DATA AND DENSITY DATA
Measurement instruments are widely used throughout the printing industry to
measure and control print attributes. Printers collect data to serve two primary needs:
color control and print performance. Color control requires spectral power distribution
data of a color’s energy within the electromagnetic visible spectrum. The visible
spectrum is the range of the electromagnetic spectrum of energy that contains
wavelengths between 380 nanometers and 700 nanometers, the energy values that the
human eye and brain are able to ‘see’. The human brain interprets the overall
combination of wavelengths reflected from ink as a color. (Figure 2.1)

Figure 2.1. The visible spectrum. This figure illustrates the portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum that is visible to humans and interpreted as color (http://bit.ly/29hsVZR).
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X-Rite defines spectral power distribution as the “intensity of radiant energy as a
function of wavelength” (X-Rite Incorporated, 2007). Therefore, a spectral power
distribution curve reflects a color’s ‘color’ and intensity. (Figure 2.2) When a color is
measured, the spectrophotometer uses optics with a fixed light source along with filtering
elements that separate light into its component wavelengths, or nanometer values
(Flexography: Principles and Practices, p. 144). It creates a spectral data reading, placing
a value at tenth nanometer across the visible spectrum and an evaluation of the energy
levels across the spectrum show the particular colors that will reflect back to the eye for
interpretation.

Figure 2.2. Spectral power distribution of red. This figure illustrates the spectral
reflectance values of a red object as measured by a spectrophotometer (X-Rite Pantone,
blog.xrite.com)
A color is therefore well defined, which is critical to communicating and
controlling color; while, the intensity of the reflected energy is determined, which is
critical data for print performance evaluations. Print performance metrics require an
analysis of how well the printing process is applying a particular thickness of ink,
reproducing a solid layer of ink, and printing halftone dots. Current industry methods for
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print evaluations require a measure of the amount of light that is reflected and absorbed
by printed ink, otherwise known as density. To better understand the use of density
values, it is necessary to understand percent reflectance.
In percent reflectance, the measurement instrument focuses a controlled light on a
surface and measures the percentage of light that reflects from it. 100 percent reflectance
means that none of the light was lost, or absorbed, into the measured surface. (Ploumidis,
2008) Ink acts as a filter of light and therefore absorbs certain wavelengths of the
spectrum and reduces the percentage of light energy that returns to the instrument. While
the concept of working in percentages and a zero to a hundred scale seems logical, the
visual nature of printing makes it implausible in this system because the human eye has
limitations in discerning small color differences in deep tones. Therefore, as the
reflectance gets low, the eye can no longer see differences in reflectance even though
they exist. If a pressman were to base ink intensity on percent reflectance values, they
may mistakenly apply a thicker layer of ink in the shadow tones to reach lower targeted
reflectance values and cause printing problems.
Dimitris Ploumidis explains this issue in his 2008 article, Density & Dot Gain,
that “as ink film doubles, the reflectance is halved” and “by the time an ink film reflects
only 0.9 percent of the incident light (and absorbs 99.1 percent), the already significant
amount of ink film needs to be doubled in order to make even the slightest increase in the
amount of light absorption, which would nevertheless be perceptually negligible” (2008).
To address the issues of percent reflectance values, reflectance may be converted to a
density value, which is a logarithmic function of the inverse of reflection. The formula is
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as follows: Density = log10 1/Reflectance factor. Reflectance is calculated by the
function R= Ir/Io with Ir standing for the intensity of the reflected light and Io for the
intensity of the light source. (Ploumodis, 2008) The reflectance factor used in the formula
creates an unequal relationship between percent reflectance and density, causing density
values to increase at a decreasing rate as reflectance is decreasing. (Figure 2.3)

Figure 2.3. Relationship of density and reflectance. This figure illustrates how as
reflectance decreases, density value differences become negligible (Ploumodis, 2008).
Because of the base 10 logarithmic function of the formula, density changes by a
value of 0.3 each time the ink film doubles or halves to more closely mimic a person’s
visual perception. (Figure 2.4)
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Figure 2.4. 0.3 density change. This figure illustrates how the base 10 logarithmic
function of the density formula changes density by 0.3 with each halving or doubling of
ink film thickness (Ploumodis, 2008).
Density is therefore, critical data that printers use to evaluate and control print.
Specific to this paper, density provides the data needed to estimate the size of a halftone
dot that is being printed; and therefore, how much the size has changed from the file to
the printed piece. While this value was traditionally termed dot size, or dot area, it is now
being described as tonal value to better describe the importance of the visual appearance
in the production and evaluation of print. From this point on, dot size will be referred to
as tonal value (TV).
One measurement device available to printers to measure density is the
densitometer, and it functions as described above with a balanced white light reflecting
off of a surface, gathering a reading of percent reflectance. As the industry has matured,
advances have come to measurement instrumentation with the use of
spectrodensitometers. X-Rite Corporation describes these instruments as “a spectrally-
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based densitometer that combines the functions of a spectrophotometer, colorimeter and
densitometer”. (X-Rite, 2003) Spectrodensitometers measure reflectance as a
densitometer does; however, it assigns a percentage of reflectance value to evenly spaced
intervals along the visible spectrum. (Figure 2.5) The individual intensities are then
converted into a density value.

Figure 2.5. Reflectance intensity of a color. This figure illustrates how
spectrodensitometers measure the intensity of reflectance in intervals across the visible
spectrum of a color (X-Rite Corporation, 2004).
All measurement instrumentation use filtering mechanisms to separate light and
determine reflectance values. They incorporate the wavelength ranges where each ink has
its strongest absorption (Seymour & Noffke, 2012) in hopes of capturing the most
accurate measurement of the dominant wavelength of the reflected print. The spectral
bandwidth of these filtering mechanisms can be specified according to the purpose of the
item being measured and have a strong effect on the measurement outcome. ANSI, the
American National Standards Institute, defines spectral bandwidth as “Width, in
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wavelength units, of the response band measured between the points where the response
has fallen to designated percentages of the peak response” (1996). Several bandwidth
designations are possible. To ensure that all manufacturers utilize the same filtering
protocol, ANSI selected ISO Status T to define a consistent measurement bandwidth for
the printing industry (1996). (Figure 2.6)

Figure 2.6. ANSI ISO Status T standard. This figure is the ANSI standard description for
Status T density response (ANSI IT2.18, 1996).
The following table shows the Status T red, green and blue filtering response as
aligned to nanometers of the visible spectrum. (Table 2) The chart was produced from
these values. If a different status specification is used when measuring, the measured
outcome will differ from Status T readings, causing confusion and communication
problems.
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Table 2.1. ANSI Status T red, green and blue filtering response standards (ANSI IT2.18,
1996).
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Status T log10 spectral products

log spectral product

6
5
4
Blue

3

Green
2

Red

1
0

340

470
550 560
630
Wavelength in Nanometer

720

Figure 2.7. Graphically represented ANSI Status T red, green and blue filtering response
standards, data from ANSI IT2.18, 1996.
As density readings are collected through Status T response filtering, a formula is
then applied to determine a TV value. Currently, there are several instruments and
formulas that can measure TV. They include densitometers, colorimeters and
spectrodensitometers, each collecting reflectance data in various ways. In terms of
formulas, two primary formulas are used for calculating TV from the density data. They
are the Murray-Davies and Yule-Neilson formulas (Neilson is often incorrectly spelled
Nielson (TAGA, 1951). The Murray-Davies formula, so-named for Alexander Murray of
Eastman Kodak and E.R. Davies, whose work in 1936 developed the following formula
for calculating TV (Ploudimis, 2008):
A = (1-10-Dt) / (1-10-Ds)
Dt is the density of the tint or halftone
Ds is the density of the solid
Dt and Ds are always measured minus paper
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The Murray-Davies formula provides an estimate of the optical TV, or the illusion of TV
that is seen by the human eye which is typically larger than the actual physical dot.
Optical TV is created by the scatter of light as it reflects back through layers of the
substrate surrounding the ink dot. (Figure 2.8)

Figure 2.8. Optical TV. This figure demonstrates the affect of the substrate on reflected
light. (X-Rite, 1995)
To find the actual physical size of the dot, the Yule-Neilson equation is used. John A.C.
Yule and W.J. Neilson presented the new formula at the 1951 TAGA Conference to
address the issue of optical dot gain. (TAGA, 1951) This equation is the Murray-Davies
formula with the addition of an n-factor to factor out the optical TV, leaving only the
physical TV. The formula is as follows (Ploudimis, 2008):
A=(1-10-Dt/n) / (1-10-Ds/n)
Dt is the density of the tint or halftone
Ds is the density of the solid
Dt and Ds are always measured minus paper
n is an empirically determined factor
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The n-factor is determined by experimenting with the measurement of a known dot size,
such as a 50% because it is easy to visually identify. Then the n-factor in the formula is
adjusted until the measurement instrument calculates the known dot as desired. (X-Rite
1995) Yule-Neilson is a useful tool to identify physical dot size changes; however, it is
not a measure that is inclusive of all the light that a person’s eye interprets. The widely
accepted formula for TV and the current industry standard is the Murray-Davies formula
because of its mimicry of human vision, and the TV formula that will be compared to
other TV metrics later in this paper.
Once TV has been determined, the amount that the dot size changes from the file
or plate to the print is then a simple subtraction of TV to determine the difference. This is
called tonal value increase, or TVI, and is a value that printers have long used to evaluate
and align the print production process and establish production aims.
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CHAPTER THREE
ACCURACY ISSUES IN TV MEASUREMENTS OF SPOT COLORS
Practitioners in the printing industries commonly encounter significant
inaccuracies in the current TV measurement methods and standards described above
when analyzing spot colors. Two primary factors make spot color measurement difficult:
spot colors’ ‘muddling’ of color theory and the use of the Murray-Davies formula to
calculate TV. First, spot colors do not align with the subtractive color theory. CMY
colors align with the predominant red, green and blue wavelengths found in the visible
spectrum as described by the theory. Subtractive color theory shows that when layers of
pure cyan, magenta, or yellow inks are measured perfectly, they each filter out a third of
the visible spectrum and effectively take away all wavelengths of the visible spectrum.
This idea is illustrated in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

Figure 3.1. Subtractive Color Theory. This figure illustrates the subtraction of the
primary colors of red, green and blue light that occurs in the subtractive color system
when using cyan, magenta and yellow inks (http://bit.ly/29tOVFM, n.d.).
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Figure 3.2. Light filtering properties of ink. This figure illustrates how the primary
subtractive colors of ink reflect and absorb wavelengths of light.
Spot colors such as oranges, reds, purples, etc. filter portions of red, green and
blue light, therefore, it is possible that none of the red, green or blue filters can act as the
dominate filter to separate the color. (Figure 3.3) In this case, wavelength separation is
impure and the reflected and absorbed readings are incorrect– and for the printer’s
purposes of measuring density (reflectance) to find TV, the measurement may be
significantly off and therefore misleading.

Figure 3.3. Spot color ink light filtering. This figure illustrates how spot color ink reflects
and absorbs red, green and blue light in uneven amounts.
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Clearly, the Murray-Davies formula is not the best determiner of spot color TV because
of its reliance on density and the filtering issues that spot colors present.
The TV measurement inaccuracies are to such a significant extent that in 2012, a
working group of 39 members was formed within the standards organization IDEAlliance
to research the problem and suggest solutions (Smiley, 2014). (Figure 3.4)

Figure 3.4. IDEAlliance SCHMO working group. This figure lists members of the
SCHMO working group (Smiley, 2014).
This working group resides under the name Spot Color Halftone Metric
Optimization, or SCHMO. In 2013, color and math consultant John Seymour,
summarized concerns in a report to the IDEAlliance working group, citing that “The
spectral filters to be used to calculate reflectance have long been standardized as either
Status T or E. The most recent version of ISO 12647-1 (the key standard for all print) has
made a minor revision to the calculation of TVI based on colorimetric values, XYZ.
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There has been no such standardization for spot colors (i.e. Pantone inks) (2013).” He
illustrated the inaccuracies by evaluating the Murray-Davies calculated tonal values of a
tint scale to the corresponding spectral values, showing that the spectral values do not
support the excess tonal values that were measured (Seymour, 2013). (Figure 3.5)

Figure 3.5: TVI of 15 randomly selected inks. This figure illustrates that some of the inks
measured extremely high TVI (Seymour, 2013).
Tom Lianza also wrote a white paper for the Technical Association of Graphic
Arts in which he described the difficulties in halftone measurement using X,Y, Z
reflectance measures (2014). He illustrated the measurement issues in Figure 3.6 by
comparing the reflectance curves of 12 halftone percentages that range from 2% to 100%
of a spot color that is known to have measurement inconsistencies. Lianza attributes these
inconsistently shaped curves to the affect of paper reflectance characteristics; differences
in peak absorbance of each halftone; differences in the slope around each halftone’s peak
absorbance; and, variations between each halftone’s peak absorption level which may
indicate opaque inks (Lianza, 2014). The point of peak reflectance is key since this is the
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point that density, and therefore TV, is calculated. If this point varies along halftones
ramps, then the TV calculation will be inconsistent.

Figure 3.6: Naughty red tint ramp reflectance. This figure illustrates the variations in
reflectance curve shapes between different percentage tints in spot color red (Lianza,
2014).
John Seymour illustrated the problem in a paper to IDEAlliance in 2013 using the
reflective characteristics of blue ink. The halftone ramp that was analyzed had been
measured and calculated to have an excessive 35% TVI which indicates a printing
problem. (Figure 3.7)
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Figure 3.7: TVI of blue tint ramp. This figure illustrates that the blue ink that was
measured indicated extreme TVI at the 30% tint in Seymour’s study (Seymour, 2013).
The TVI calculated for the 30% tint above used the reflectance intensity found at 600nm,
roughly at the point that the 70, 80, 90 and 100% tints blur together. However, the other
halftones in the ramp react much differently and have peak reflectance at varying points.
Seymour questioned if an incorrect point of peak reflectance was used to determine TV
and therefore caused the excessive TV value. (Seymour, 2013). (Figure 3.8)

Figure 3.8: Peak reflectance comparison. This figure illustrates that the blue ink showed
differences in peak reflectance across the tint ramp in Seymour’s study (Seymour, 2013).
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Seymour used the same blue ink to chart the TVI of the halftone ramp. (Figure 3.9) It
shows a high point of TVI at 30% halftone and also confirms that there is approximately
30% TVI at the 70% halftone.

Figure 3.9: TVI of blue tint ramp. This figure confirms that there was extreme TVI at the
70% halftone in Seymour’s study (Seymour, 2013).
To further study the accuracy of the 35% TVI findings of the blue ink, Seymour
evaluated the halftone data in CIELAB color space. He found that the high TVI measured
in the 70, 80 and 90% halftones existed because of their positions in CIELAB clumped
closely together, but they had a clear separation. This chart supports that the 70, 80 and
90% halftones did not grow to a solid because they printed different colors. (Figure 3.10)
The Murray-Davies calculation based on spectral reflectance density was inaccurate and
misleading to the printer, wrongly indicating a press problem.
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a*b* plot

L*b* View

Figure 3.10: Tint differences in CIELAB. This figure confirms that there is a difference
in color between the 70, 80, 90 and 100% halftones; and therefore, disproves extreme
TVI in Seymour’s study (Seymour, 2013).
Steve Smiley of SmileyColor & Associates provided similar analysis in a
presentation to the G7 Summit in 2014. He pointed out in his presentation that spot colors
all react a bit differently as shown in his data in Figures 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13.

Figure 3.11: PMS 186 (red) spectral reflectance. This figure shows differences in
reflectance curve shapes across the halftone tint ramp of PMS 186 (Smiley, 2014).
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Figure 3.12: PMS 348 (green) spectral reflectance. This figure shows differences in
reflectance curve shapes across the halftone tint ramp of PMS 348 (Smiley, 2014).

Figure 3.13: PMS Reflex Blue spectral reflectance. This figure shows differences in
reflectance curve shapes across the halftone tint ramp of PMS Reflex Blue (Smiley,
2014).
Smiley visually illustrated the extent of the problem by comparing a simulation of
tint ramps expected to be produced on a printing press to the tint ramp that would be
printed if Murray-Davies based TVI were applied to the tint ramps (Smiley, 2014).
(Figure 3.14)
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Figure 3.14. Simulated printed tint ramps compared to Murray-Davies calculated TVI
compensated tint ramps. Comparison of simulated of tint ramps expected to be produced
on a printing press to the tint ramp that would be printed if Murray-Davies based TVI
were applied to the tint ramps (Smiley, 2014).
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CHAPTER FOUR
SCHMO EFFORTS TO FIND AN ALTERNATIVE TV METRIC
Phase I: SCHMO Alternative TV Research
In 2014, the SCHMO working group investigated nine proposed alternatives to
the current industry standard method of Status T filtering with reflectance based MurrayDavies formula to calculate TV of halftones. (Table 4.1)
Formula Name

Abbreviation

Description

Colorimetric Tone Value

CTV

Integral Base Normalized Value /
MD - Rel. Sum R

IBNV

Delta E to Paper / Paper Relative
dE76
XYZ Magnitude

∆E-P

Uses Lab-based functions: Lx,
Ly, Lz
Uses wavelength integral (sum
of all wavelengths)
Uses Lab-based correction
based on L* (or a/b based on
dynamic range)
Uses Lab-based functions: S, T,
R
Uses Dynamic weighting
function based on color
Paper-relative ∆E ratio

XYZ

MD using XYZ magnitude

Spectral Density / MD - Min R
wavelength

SPD

L-Star, Dynamic / Relative L*
Starspace
Phototype / Dynamic Spectral Filter

LSD
STR
PTRU

MD using minimum reflectance
wavelength
STD
MD with Density based on
Staus-T Density / MD - ANSI-T
ANSI-T
Table 4.1. Tonal value measurement alternatives investigated by SCHMO.

Steve Smiley presented the research findings to the IDEAlliance 2014 G7
Summit. (Figure 4.1) Of the many colors and alternative TV methods investigated, he
shared that the Colorimetric Tone Value formula (CTV) calculated TVI of a group of
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spot colors at varying tint percentages more closely along a zero TVI line than any of the
other TVI metric alternatives that were studied.

Figure 4.1. SCHMO alternative TVI metric test findings. This figure illustrates the four
TVI alternative calculations that performed the best during the study. CTV calculated
TVI of a group of spot colors at varying tint percentages more closely along a zero TVI
line than any of the other TVI metric alternatives that were studied. (Smiley, 2014).
William Birkett and Charles Spontelli had presented the CTV formula to CGATS
in 2005 in response to the difficulties that colorimetry posed to pressmen in press
operations. They hoped to provide a “single-value colorimetric measure of tone value”
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(2005) and claimed that CTV’s benefit is to avoid chroma anomalies because “it makes
use of the linearizing function employed in the conversion of xyz to L*a*b*. This makes
CTV a visually uniform measure” (2005). Birkett and Spontelli’s CTV formula is shown
in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2. Birkett and Spontelli’s CTV formula. This figure explains the CTV formula
as was given in Birkett and Spontelli’s 2005 presentation (Birkett & Spontelli, 2005).
Phase II: SCHMO CTV Metric Verification at Clemson University
After determining that the CTV formula performed the best in the initial study
using data gathered from a Clemson University trial using the Perfect Proofer, the
SCHMO committee conducted a verification flexographic pressrun at Clemson
University in which halftone ramps of four spot colors were printed using waterbased ink
and coated paper substrate. The CTV formula’s lower TV calculation as compared to the
Murray-Davies formula was verified. (Figure 4.3)
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Figure 4.3. CTV verification pressrun at Clemson University. This figure shows test
results from a Clemson University verification trial to confirm improvement of TVI
measurements using the CTV formula. The tint ramps were printed after having CTV
TVI compensation curves applied (Hill, 2015).
Following this verification run at Clemson University, a polymer flexographic printer
was asked to print halftone tint ramps of fifteen spot colors on clear film over white ink
in 150lpi and 100lpi tints. The following chart shows the Pantone colors that were
printed. (Table 4.2)
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100 LPI

150 LPI

Pantone Process Black C

Pantone Process Black C

Pantone 465C

Pantone Purple C

Pantone 9340C

Pantone Process Magenta C

Pantone 9285C

Pantone Orange 21 C

Pantone 485C

Pantone Reflex Blue C

Pantone 123C

Pantone Process Cyan C

Pantone 393C

Pantone Green C
Pantone Process Yellow C

Table 4.2. Pantone colors printed during film verification run in 2014

Phase III: CTV Polymer Print Verification
Methodology
Clemson University was asked to evaluate the polymer print samples for further
verification of the CTV formula. The data gathered from these prints were used in the
completion of this thesis. Three L*a*b* and Murray-Davies TV measurements of each
increment of the tint ramps were taken using an X-Rite 538 Spectrodensitometer, set to
L*a*b* color, D50/2 and dot area settings of Status T. All readings were taken over an XRite iO scanning table to ensure balanced white backing. (Figure 4.4) The three L*a*b*
readings were averaged to determine an average L*a*b* for each color tint ramp. The
three Murray-Davies TV readings were averaged for each color tint ramp. (Figure 4.5)
The Lx, Ly, and Lz were calculated using the averaged L*a*b* readings, conversion
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formula and CTV formula shown in Figure 4.2. A dot area measurement was also taken
using the X-Rite spectrodensitometer to provide Murray-Davies data. (Figure 4.6)

Figure 4.4. Reflectance curve of backing and white ink on substrate. This figure
illustrates the neutral reflectance of the white substrate and backing during
measurements.

Figure 4.5. L*a*b* data collected and averaged. This figure illustrates the methodology
employed in collecting and averaging data for test analysis.

Figure 4.6. Lx, Ly, and Lz conversions with CTV and Murray-Davies. This figure shows
an example of the spreadsheet used to calculate TVI for CTV and Murray-Davies
comparisons.
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CTV Metric Polymer Print Verification
CTV Compared to Murray-Davies
For 150lpi halftones printed in Pantone Purple, Process Magenta, Orange 21,
Reflex Blue, Process Cyan, and Green spot colors, Murray-Davies calculated a higher
percentage TV measurement than CTV. The following graphs compare the printed TV of
20%, 50% and 80% halftones as calculated by the Murray-Davies and CTV formulas.
(Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8, Figure 4.9) Further evidence of Murray-Davies higher TV
outcome than CTV across halftone tonal scales may be seen in the Appendices.
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Figure 4.7. TV comparison of Murray-Davies and CTV. This figure illustrates a 20%
halftone dot’s TV when printed at 150lpi in Pantone Purple, Process Magenta, Orange 21,
Reflex Blue, Process Cyan, and Green spot colors; calculated using both Murray-Davies
and CTV formulas.
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150lpi 50% Dot: Murray-Davies & CTV TV
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Figure 4.8. TV comparison of Murray-Davies and CTV. This figure illustrates a 50%
halftone dot’s TV when printed at 150lpi in Pantone Purple, Process Magenta, Orange 21,
Reflex Blue, Process Cyan, and Green spot colors; calculated using both Murray-Davies
and CTV formulas.

150lpi 80% Dot: Murray-Davies & CTV TV
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Figure 4.9. TV comparison of Murray-Davies and CTV. This figure illustrates an 80%
halftone dot’s TV when printed at 150lpi in Pantone Purple, Process Magenta, Orange 21,
Reflex Blue, Process Cyan, and Green spot colors; calculated using both Murray-Davies
and CTV formulas.
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For 100lpi halftones printed in Pantone 456, 485, 123, and 393 spot colors,
Murray-Davies consistently calculated a higher percentage TV measurement than CTV;
however, this color set light pastel colors produced challenges for both measurement
formulas, creating values that seemed implausible. The following graphs compare the
printed TV of 20%, 50% and 80% halftones as calculated by the Murray-Davies and
CTV formulas printed in Pantone 456, 9340, 485, 123, and 393 spot colors. (Figure 4.10,
Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12) Further evidence of Murray-Davies higher TV outcome than
CTV across halftone tonal scales may be seen in the Appendices.

100lpi 20% Dot: Murray-Davies & CTV TV
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Figure 4.10. TV comparison of Murray-Davies and CTV. This figure illustrates an 20%
halftone dot’s TV when printed at 100lpi in Pantone 456, 9340, 485, 123, and 393 spot
colors; calculated using both Murray-Davies and CTV formulas.
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100lpi 50% Dot: Murray-Davies & CTV TV
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Figure 4.11. TV comparison of Murray-Davies and CTV. This figure illustrates an 50%
halftone dot’s TV when printed at 100lpi in Pantone 456, 9340, 485, 123, and 393 spot
colors; calculated using both Murray-Davies and CTV formulas.

100lpi 80% Dot: Murray-Davies & CTV TV
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Figure 4.12. TV comparison of Murray-Davies and CTV. This figure illustrates an 80%
halftone dot’s TV when printed at 100lpi in Pantone 456, 9340, 485, 123, and 393 spot
colors; calculated using both Murray-Davies and CTV formulas.
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CTV compared to Physically Printed TV
Although CTV was verified to calculate a lower TV than the standard methods of
collecting TV data, it was questioned whether CTV was calculating the actual TV that
was printed on the substrate. What is the physically measured TV and how closely are
CTV calculations coming to that size? To answer this question, a BetaFlex Pro Flexo
Plate Analyzer was used to evaluate the halftone dots. This instrument is capable of
capturing a video image of the actual printed dot pattern, mapping the varying contrast of
the dots, and calculating the dot area. (Figure 4.13)

Figure 4.13. BetaFlex Pro image capture. This figure shows an example the BetaFlex
analysis of one color at one tint percentage (black spots are pinholing in the white ink).
Using the same polymer press sheets that were analyzed for the CTV to MurrayDavies formula comparison, BetaFlex images were taken of each sample to collect data
on the physically printed TV. Settings on the BetaFlex included “print” measurement
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mode, plastic film substrate type, and selection of filtering light to achieve the best
contrast with the spot color being measured. The collected data was compared to the
CTV calculation of TV for each color. (Figure 4.14)

Figure 4.14. Data collection and comparison. This figure shows an example of
comparison measurements taken of each test sample.
For 150lpi halftones printed in Pantone Purple, Process Magenta, Orange 21,
Reflex Blue, Process Cyan, and Green spot colors, CTV calculated a very similar TV
measurement than CTV, but produced slightly higher TV quantities in the shadow tones.
The following graphs compare the printed TV of 20%, 50% and 80% halftones as
calculated by the CTV formula and a physical measurement of the printed dot using a
BetaFlex Pro evaluation device. (Figure 4.15, Figure 4.16, Figure 4.17) Further evidence
of CTV and physical dot similarity across halftone tonal scales may be seen in the
Appendices.
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Figure 4.15. TV comparison of CTV and physical TV. This figure illustrates a 20%
halftone dot’s TV when printed at 150lpi in Pantone Purple, Process Magenta, Orange 21,
Reflex Blue, Process Cyan, and Green spot colors; calculated using the CTV formula and
the physical measurement of the printed dot for TV.
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Figure 4.16. TV comparison of CTV and physical TV. This figure illustrates a 50%
halftone dot’s TV when printed at 150lpi in Pantone Purple, Process Magenta, Orange 21,
Reflex Blue, Process Cyan, and Green spot colors; calculated using the CTV formula and
the physical measurement of the printed dot for TV.
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Printed Dot %
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Figure 4.17. TV comparison of CTV and physical TV. This figure illustrates an 80%
halftone dot’s TV when printed at 150lpi in Pantone Purple, Process Magenta, Orange 21,
Reflex Blue, Process Cyan, and Green spot colors; calculated using the CTV formula and
the physical measurement of the printed dot for TV.

For 100lpi tints, Pantones 456, 485 and 123 coated spot colors, CTV calculated a
similar percentage TV measurement as compared to the physical TV, but not as closely
as the 150lpi tint ramps of Purple, Process Magenta, Orange 21, Reflex Blue, Process
Cyan and Green spot colors. (Figure 4.18, Figure 4.19, Figure 4.20)
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Figure 4.18. TV comparison of CTV and physical TV. This figure illustrates a 20%
halftone dot’s TV when printed at 100lpi in Pantone 456, 485 and 123 spot colors;
calculated using the CTV formula and the physical measurement of the printed dot for
TV.
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Figure 4.19. TV comparison of CTV and physical TV. This figure illustrates a 50%
halftone dot’s TV when printed at 100lpi in Pantone 456, 485 and 123 spot colors;
calculated using the CTV formula and the physical measurement of the printed dot for
TV.
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Figure 4.20. TV comparison of CTV and physical TV. This figure illustrates an 80%
halftone dot’s TV when printed at 100lpi in Pantone 456, 485 and 123 spot colors;
calculated using the CTV formula and the physical measurement of the printed dot for
TV.
Of the colors tested, the physical dot of the light pastels (9340, 9285, 393) were
unable to be measured by the Betaflex. This instrument relies on contrast to map the dots;
therefor lighter colors could not be measured using this method. The spectrodensitometer
readings showed unusual TV curves in Murray-Davies and CTV calculations for these
colors. In 2 of the colors CTV showed zero or negative dot gain. This finding indicates
that CTV and Murray-Davies have difficulties measuring certain color ranges, possibly
those with more neutrality and low saturation levels. (Figure 4.21)
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Figure 4.21. Problematic colors for CTV formula. This figure shows that pastel and light
colors were difficult for CTV and Murray-Davies to calculate, possibly indicating those
with more neutrality and low saturation levels should not be measured with CTV.
Pantone Process Yellow had an unusual Murray-Davies curve, however the CTV
aligned almost exactly with the physical dot size indicating that CTV is a more accurate
calculation. (Figure 4.22)
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Figure 4.22. Process Yellow outcome. This figure shows that the Murray-Davies formula
made an erratic TV curve while CTV and the physical dot were closely aligned except for
an unusual reading at 40%.
Pantone Process Black was an anomaly to the other Pantone colors in that it did
not indicate CTV’s improved accuracy in measuring TV. Process Black was run in both
150lpi and 100lpi samples. The CTV curves on both samples calculated zero to negative
TVI curves from 40% to 100% tints. (Figure 4.23)

Figure 4.23. Process Black TV incorrect using CTV. This figure shows that CTV
calculated TV produced a negative TV in some parts of the curve.
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To further test and confirm Process Black’s CTV behavior, an additional pressrun
was completed using Clemson University’s Comco flexographic label press, coated white
paper, and the waterbased inks of Process Black and Process Cyan. The print evaluation
supported the previous findings, however it also indicated that further comparison of
print on paper is needed since the CTV on cyan measured higher than the physical dot
size. (Figure 4.24)

Figure 4.24. Verification of Black CTV problem. This figure shows confirmation of CTV
calculating incorrect TV for black ink, possibly indicating that CTV is inaccurate when
used to measure neutral colors.
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Findings Summary
• 150lpi and 100lpi print samples consisted of different spot colors, therefore no so
correlations were drawn between 150lpi and 100lpi
• For all evaluated colors except Process Black, Murray-Davies consistently calculated a
higher TV than the CTV formula
• For all evaluated colors except Process Black, CTV consistently calculated a TV that
closely matched the physical size of the dot
• Results of the pastels and light colors that were tested did not indicate that CTV
calculates a more accurate TV, producing a zero to negative TVI in the shadow range
• Results of Process Black evaluations did not indicate that CTV calculates a more
accurate TV, producing a zero to negative TVI in the shadow range
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CONCLUSIONS
The results of the CTV metric verification trial produced promising results for
spot color TV measurements. In previous verification trials, comparisons of halftone tint
ramp TVI as calculated by CTV and Murray-Davies were evaluated; and, CTV was
found to produce a smoother tint ramp when printed. However, these trials did not
investigate how accurately either metric matched the physical size of the halftone dot.
While the physical size of the dot is difficult to measure precisely due to imperfections in
print, the BetaFlex video image provided a ‘controlled’ estimate and visual analysis of
the dot structure. With the exception of Pantone Black, all spot colors that were measured
indicated that CTV produced TV measures that closely matched the physical dot size.
Process Black TV accuracy did not improve with the CTV metric. This neutral color may
have issue with the CTV formula’s conversion of L*a*b* to Lx, Ly, Lz but this idea
needs further study. While it is important for black to be accurately measured, it is not as
critical as the other non-neutral colors since a shift in black will not change the hue of the
halftone. Perhaps a simple lightness measure, or L*, could be adapted for neutral black
and gray print evaluations.
Several light and pastels Pantone colors were printed for this trial, and in each
case Murray-Davies, CTV and physical measurement methods were shown to be unable
to produce realistic or reliable measurements.
Within the population of spot colors that were measured were Pantone Process
Magenta, Cyan, and Yellow. These process colors were not essential to answering the
question of a better metric for measuring spot colors, but the CTV formula proved to
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align them better to the physical dot size as compared to Murray-Davies, promising news
for printers who are attempting to control TV in full color work.
While the printing industry has successfully learned to use Murray-Davies based
TVI measurements as estimates of halftone dot size, a more accurate measure would have
significant benefits in process control, print quality, and pressroom efficiencies. Printing
will retain an element of ‘art’ until more accurate metrics are a reality. It appears that the
adoption of the CTV metric will push printing towards a more scientific, control based
technology.
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APPENDICES
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Appendix A: CTV Verification– White Backing and White Ink

Figure A-1: 100lpi B Sample white values and Lx, Ly, and Lz conversions

Figure A-2: 150lpi A Sample white values and Lx, Ly, and Lz conversions

Appendix B: CTV Verification– 100lpi B Sample Data and Calculations

Appendix B: 100lpi B Sample Data and Calculations

Appendix C: CTV Verification– 150lpi A Sample Data and Calculations

Appendix C: CTV Verification– 150lpi A Sample Data and Calculations

Appendix C: CTV Verification– 150lpi A Sample Data and Calculations
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